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The man said faintly: "the eight treasure ghost Buddha relic, can Cang girl be satisfied with this ancient 

book 

 

Cang Lu Qing hears the words, and the essence flashes in her beautiful eyes. This eight treasure ghost 

Buddha relic is also a very rare thing. For the soul and ghost cultivation, it can be called the most 

precious treasure, but it is difficult to use it! 

 

For Cang Gang, this is not the treasure they want! 

 

However, at the moment when the eight treasure ghost Buddha sarizi appeared, many martial artists 

who had been staring at the ancient books all withdrew their eyes! 

 

It's not so easy to get the eight treasure ghost Buddha sarira! 

 

The eight treasure ghost Buddha is a very powerful and rare ghost in the dark region. To kill the eight 

treasure ghost Buddha and win the relic in its body, at least it needs to mend the sky peak or the 

strength of heaven and earth! 

 

And this man took out the relic so casually. You can imagine how powerful his power and identity are! 

 

A corpse road ancient book, and may offend such existence, obviously, the weight is not heavy enough! 

 

Besides, although Cang Luqing seems to be waiting for other people to bid, to be honest, they may not 

be able to come up with a better treasure than the eight treasure ghost Buddha sarira. 

 

Cang Luqing pursed her lips slightly and seemed to be ready to give the ancient book to the man who 

took out the eight treasure ghost Buddha's relic son. 



 

But at this time, a man is said: "wait a minute." 

 

When they heard the words, they were slightly surprised. Did anyone want to compete with this strong 

man for a Book of corpse road? 

 

This is a bit unwise, isn't it? 

 

Although, all the people covered their faces and bodies, and the Cang Gang presided over the auction, it 

was relatively safe, but there was no absolute in everything! 

 

At the moment, Chen yuanbiao's face under the mask flashed a look of anxiety! 

 

Because it is Ye Chen who stands up! 

 

If it is really the strong man's eye, even he may not be able to protect Ye Chen! 

 

And Cang Lu clear see form, it is beautiful eye a bright! 

 

Ye Chen came to the stage, Cang Lu Qing asked, "this guest, do you want to exchange this ancient book? 

I don't know what kind of treasure you have prepared? " 

 

The person who took out the eight treasure ghost Buddha's relic, at the moment, was watching Ye Chen 

with dim eyes. 

 

The man said slowly, "this book is very important to me. Please give me up!" 

 

As soon as the voice fell, all the people present frowned slightly! 

 

Even Cang Lu Qing's look at the ancient book has changed a little! 



 

This powerful man with the power to kill the eight treasures ghost Buddha actually opened his mouth 

for this ancient book? 

 

Well, they have to reevaluate the value of this ancient book! 

 

However, it also means that if they make a move at this time, they may really offend the strong one! 

 

When everyone thought that ye Chen could distinguish between advance and retreat, and to stop at the 

right time, ye Chen shook his head slightly under the gaze of the public! 

 

The martial arts in the hall, looking at Ye Chen's eyes, all appeared a touch of horror! 

 

In this case, do you want to compete? 

 

Is this man a strong man in heaven and earth? 

 

Or with a background of extreme adversity? 

 

But Chen yuanbiao's face, already some pale has no blood! 

 

This kid is a real troublemaker! 

 

You know, although Cang Bang presides over the auction, it can keep all the guests safe at the auction, 

but! 

 

It's different when you leave here or after the auction! 

 

Although if the strong man really attacked Ye Chen for this ancient book, he would certainly offend the 

Cang Gang, but for such a strong man, even in the face of Cang Gang, he may not really have much fear! 



 

It's a big deal. Leave Hades and hide in other areas! Even out of the dark! 

 

And Cang gang will not pursue such a strong person at any cost for the talent of a cloud clearing 

association! 

 

At a time when everyone was staring at the jade platform to see how things would develop. 

 

Ye Chen is light way: "I don't want to compete with you for this ancient book." 

 

He was staring at the eight treasure ghost Buddha relic, and his eyes flashed slightly: "but, I want to 

exchange this sarira!" 

 

After hearing this, Chen yuanbiao breathed a sigh of relief. It turned out that what the boy wanted was 

just the sarira. However, he soon frowned again. The sarira should only be suitable for Guixiu? 

 

Why does Ye Chen want to exchange for this sarira? 

 

Cang Lu Qing hears the words, but on her pretty face, she appears a touch of joy and says, "what 

treasure has this guest prepared?" 

 

The rule of Cang Gang auction is to exchange things for things. As long as ye Chen can take out the 

treasures that satisfy Cang Luqing, Cang Luqing will give the ancient books to the person who takes out 

the ghost Buddha's relic, and the relic belongs to Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen light way: "a three grade Dark Crystal!" 

 

When people heard the speech, they all looked at each other! 

 

Dark crystal, a total of nine grades, the lowest nine grade dark crystal, in the dark domain, can only be 

used as money, its value is not high!Can, one, two, three grade dark crystal, is different! 



 

One, two, three grade dark crystal, known as the high dark crystal, which contains dark attribute 

spiritual power, extremely pure, it is equivalent to a treasure! 

 

However, Cang Luqing frowned a little 

 

The value of a three grade dark crystal is even worse than the eight treasure ghost Buddha sarira! 

 

Just when she was ready to say no to Ye Chen, ye Chen did not speak any more. He waved his hand 

directly, and a burst of brilliance appeared in front of everyone! 

 

Bursts of treasure gas, instantly from the jade platform on the outbreak, filled the whole hall! 

 

When they looked at the jade platform, they couldn't help but shrink their pupils. There were several 

treasures on the jade platform! 

 

Chen yuanbiao saw this, slightly stunned, the next moment, his face showed a surprised color, these are 

the treasures he brought to Ye Chen from the cloud clearing association! 

 

Ye Chen actually took out all of them to exchange for the eight treasure ghost Buddha sarira son? 

 

Ye Chen looked at Cang Lu Qing and said faintly: "a three grade dark crystal, plus these treasures, should 

be enough." 

 

For a moment, all the people present were surprised to see ye Chen. Even on the jade platform, the 

person who took out the ghost Buddha's relic son also flashed through his eyes. 

 

And Chen yuanbiao can't help but show the color of heartache, ye Chen's money is too extravagant, 

right? 

 

For a seemingly useless ghost Buddha sariko, he used up all his resources? 



 

Besides, this is only the first auction! 

 

Who knows, there will be better treasures behind! 

 

Chen yuanbiao shook his head. In his opinion, ye Chen was in great deficit! 

 

And Cang Lu Qing, is the face of great joy! 

 

With these treasures, the value of a three grade dark crystal is far more than that of a eight treasure 

ghost Buddha sarira! 

 

And see ye Chen hands so generous, originally, some people who are ready to move, also repressed 

again. 

 

Although they have produced a trace of competition, the meaning of the ancient book, but because of 

Ye Chen's involvement, now if you make a move, you will spend a lot of resources. Moreover, all this 

may be just a play between Ye Chen and the man who took out the ghost Buddha's relic! 
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Seeing the silence, Cang Lu Qing said with a smile: "OK, then the first deal is finished! Congratulations on 

getting what you want 

 

Ye Chen takes over the ghost Buddha relic and slowly walks back to his position. On his face under the 

mask, he can't help but smile! 

 

Chen yuanbiao looked at Ye Chen and said in a low voice, "boy, how can you directly use up all the 

resources! This auction is just beginning! You don't want to get a ghost Buddha relic at this auction, do 

you? " 

 



Ye Chen smile, eyes flash way: "don't worry, I also made a lot of preparation for this auction." 

 

Hearing the speech, Chen yuanbiao sighed: "even so, you were a little too bad at the deal just now..." 

 

Ye Chen didn't answer, still with a smile on his face under the mask. 

 

Loss? 

 

Hehe, he not only has no loss, but also makes a lot of money! 

 

Why? 

 

This eight treasure ghost Buddha relic is really of no great use to most people. It's just a gaudy thing 

 

But to Ye Chen, it is not so! 

 

He is not a ghost cultivation, can't use, but Xuan Hanyu can use it! 

 

Xuanhan jade is the soul of sword. In fact, there are some similarities between Xuanhan jade and Guixiu. 

The eight treasure ghost Buddha relic is just suitable for Xuanhan jade! 

 

Xuan Hanyu has always been able to play a small part of her strength to assist Ye Chen. This is not only 

because of the seal on her body, but also because, as a sword soul, she is too slow to absorb external 

forces! 

 

In this case, she can only rely on external forces to maintain their own consumption! 

 

For example, when facing the evil emperor, he absorbed the power of anti blood evil spirit array! 

 

And this eight treasure ghost Buddha sarira is an excellent source of Aura! 



 

Not only is its dark attribute spiritual power quite consistent with xuanhanyu, but also the surging 

spiritual power of the ghost Buddha in heaven and earth is basically integrated into the ghost Buddha's 

sarira. Such huge energy is enough to support xuanhanyu for a period of time! 

 

In Ye Chen's eyes, the essence of the flash, so that his bottom card increased a! 

 

If xuanhanyu uses the ghost Buddha relic to break out with all his strength, even in the face of the 

existence of terror, he may have a chance to defeat each other! 

 

Compared with such an opportunity, what are the resources sent by the puyun association? 

 

The reason why he directly pours out these resources is to let other guests retreat in the face of 

difficulties and avoid competition with others! 

 

After all, he is bound to get the ghost Buddha sariko! 

 

If you bid slowly and the competition goes on, it is possible for him to pay a greater price! 

 

What's more, these resources are not so precious for ye Chen, who owns the sun moon dragon pill! 

 

On the whole, paying such a price, ye Chen can win the ghost Buddha relic. Ye Chen has made a lot of 

money! 

 

Even after the auction, he can't get anything, it's worth the trip! 

 

At the same time, ye Chen can't help but look at the guest who has bought the ancient book of corpse 

Road, and his eyes are constantly flashing. If this person has eight treasures in his hand, he must take it 

down! 

 

At this time, Cang Lu Qing on the jade platform once again opened his mouth and said, "next, start 

auctioning the second commodity!" 



 

Soon, the second treasure was pushed onto the stage. Cang Lu Qing didn't talk nonsense. He lifted the 

red cloth directly. On the tray, there was a shining jade box! 

 

All of them looked at the jade box, which was more concise! 

 

Besides, the jade box can be regarded as a treasure if it is put outside! 

 

Can the things in the jade box be ordinary? 

 

Cang Lu Qing slowly opened the jade box, the whole hall, a time more quiet a minute! 

 

However, the eyes of a group of guests are strange 

 

In the jade box, there is a piece of grey, which looks like a pill of pills! 

 

Is this kind of thing in this treasure box? 

 

For a time, people are a little confused, this auction, in the end is a jade box, or pills ah! 

 

They think so, of course, not only because of the appearance of the pill, but more importantly, people 

do not feel the slightest strength of the pill! 

 

Cang Lu was calm on her pretty face. She said with a smile: "in the ancient times, there was a great 

school of Dandao, which was famous for refining all kinds of strange elixirs. I believe all of you here have 

more or less heard the name of this sect!" 

 

The people present seemed to remember something! 

 



Cang Luqing continued: "good! According to the judgment of our Cang Gang's Alchemy master, this pill 

comes from the ancient Danxia sect 

 

This danxiazong three words out, everyone's eyes have a violent vibration! 

 

Under their masks, there are amazing faces!Whether it is outside the bright or dark areas, the name of 

danxiazong is known to all! 

 

Even if you don't know about Danxia sect, you will never be unfamiliar with jiuzhuan emperor Dan, 

which appears in the legend! 

 

It is said that in ancient times, there was a wizard of Dan Dao. His martial arts skills were very ordinary. 

However, he relied on the elixir of the elixir against heaven. He changed his life against the heaven with 

all kinds of miraculous elixirs, and finally became a overlord! 

 

And this person, also was crowned with the name of the supreme Dan emperor! 

 

In his life, the supreme Dan emperor has created countless miracles, among which the most famous is 

that he refined a nine turn emperor Dan! 

 

With this pill, he was born in heaven and earth, breaking through the realm of legend! 

 

And the Dan emperor was originally a medicine boy of Danxia sect! 

 

Although the rise of the Danhuang relies on his invincible talent in the way of elixir, it is also enough to 

see how terrifying the danxiazong is to create such an amazing existence! 

 

Cang Luqing took all the changes in their eyes and continued to smile: "this pill is made by Danxia sect! 

Moreover, although we can't tell which kind of elixir this pill is, according to the judgment of the Dan 

master of Cang Gang, the effect of this pill lies in strengthening the body's constitution, vitality, and 

washing bone and blood. It is a kind of marrow washing elixir! 

 



The most important thing is that my Cang Gang here can assure you that even if the pill exists in the 

heaven and earth, it has an effect! " 

 

For a time, the whole hall, some boiling! 

 

All people, looking at the humble gray pill, are eyes shine, as if the wolf saw the sheep in general! 

 

An effective pulp washing pill even if it exists in heaven and earth? 

 

Well, it's definitely the most popular treasure! 

 

After all, no one thinks that their vitality and physique are too strong, do they? 

 

Even ye Chen is a little moved! 

 

Although his vitality has been extremely terrible, this pill may not be too great for his promotion, but! 

 

To Ye Chen today's level, can enhance a trace of vitality is extremely difficult! 

 

Can only rely on a variety of treasures, a little accumulated! 

 

But at this time, a burst of laughter, but suddenly sounded! 

 

To be exact, it is in Ye Chen's mind! 

 

It was a woman's laugh! 
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Ye Chen couldn't help but be slightly stunned and asked, "xuanxianzi, what's the matter?" 

 

Xuanhanyu said sarcastically: "I just think that the so-called alchemy master of Cang Gang is a little too 

ridiculous." 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech, but his eyes are momentarily bright! 

 

Xuanhanyu is the real master of Dan Dao. Maybe there are few people outside the country who can 

surpass xuanhanyu. With her eyesight, you can see through the origin of this grey pill at a glance! 

 

Since xuanhanyu said so 

 

Ye Chen looks at that Dan medicine's look, gradually excited up! 

 

Well, the alchemy master of Cang gang may have misjudged it! 

 

Xuanhanyu said with a smile: "boy, you'd better take this pill down. It's of great use to you! This pill is 

not a pulp washing pill, but a pill of returning to heaven 

 

"Return to heaven pill?" Ye Chen has some doubts: "what is this returning to heaven pill?" 

 

Xuanhanyu said faintly: "although the alchemist of Cang sect was extremely wrong, there was one thing 

he didn't say wrong. This pill really comes from Danxia sect, and it is one of the nine pills of Zhenzong of 

Danxia sect! 

 

But it's not finished yet 

 

Ye Chen's eyes, incomparably blazing up! 

 



Danxiazong's Zhenzong Jiudan, its value can be imagined! 

 

Xuanhanyu continued: "moreover, this returning to heaven pill, for you and that little tiger, can be said 

to be a big chance!" 

 

Ye Chen said, "Oh? Xuanxianzi, this return to heaven pill, since it is not a pulp washing pill, what is its 

function? " 

 

Xuanhanyu said: "this returning to heaven pill, in fact, is not the most suitable for Terrans. In ancient 

times, Huitian pill has always been a treasure for demon clan! Because, the effect of returning to heaven 

pill is actually the ancestral blood! 

 

For you, to be able to purify your heavenly demon blood and upgrade your blood to a higher level. In 

this way, you are really qualified to be the Xuan demon son! 

 

And for that little tiger, the benefits are even bigger than you! " 

 

When ye Chen hears the speech, he can't help being stunned! 

 

Make the blood of the demon more pure, the effect has been extremely adverse to the sky, but for Xu 

Shenglong, the return to heaven pill has even more terrifying effect? 

 

He couldn't help but ask: "xuanxianzi, what will happen if this return to heaven Dan is used by 

Shenglong?" 

 

Xuanhanyu said with a smile, "do you remember that I told you that the blood of this little tiger is 

special?" 

 

"Ancestral blood has the greatest effect on the demon clan who has a trace of high blood. Although your 

blood of heavenly demon is weak, it is difficult to produce qualitative change in addition to making it 

more pure! 

 



But it's not the case with the little tiger! " 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed: "Shenglong he, in addition to the blood of the golden God tiger, also has other 

blood?" 

 

Xuanhanyu said: "if I'm not wrong, that boy should inherit a trace of blood of the red moon tiger king! 

The little tiger is lucky enough to meet you 

 

This speech a, even is Ye Chen to be somewhat incredible! 

 

Red moon tiger king, that is in legend, can be compared with the true spirit white tiger in the sky! 

 

Absolutely can be called one of the top demon clan blood vessels in foreign countries! 

 

Xu Shenglong has a trace of blood of the red moon tiger king? 

 

If the awakening is successful, then Xu Shenglong will be terrified to the extreme! 

 

However, soon, ye Chen frowned and said, "however, even if you take this return to heaven pill, 

Shenglong's success rate of returning to ancestry is not high, right?" 

 

He knew that the more terrifying the blood was, the more difficult it was to return to his ancestral 

home! 

 

Like the red moon tiger king, even if you have the back to heaven pill, the success rate of reversion can 

be 1 in 1000, which is already very high! 

 

Xuanhanyu said with a smile: "so, I said that the boy's luck is excellent. Under normal circumstances, his 

success rate of returning to his ancestry may be only one in a thousand or even one in ten thousand. 

After all, the blood of the red moon tiger king in his body is too thin! 

 



But it's totally different with you and me! Do you remember that this returning to heaven pill is only a 

Dan embryo, and it has not really become a pill. Under my guidance, if you add the spirit marrow of 

moon liquid and refine it again, you can become a kind of return to heaven pill which is very suitable for 

the blood of red moon tiger king! 

 

In this way, the success rate of the tiger will be greatly improved! Close to one tenth! 

 

This is still no case of Dan Wen, if you successfully practice a Dan Wen, you can increase the success rate 

by 10%, and as long as you practice two Dan patterns, you can make him have more than 50% success 

rate of atavism! 

 

Do you think he's lucky? " 

 

Ye Chen nodded and his eyes flashed slightly. Now, there is only one question left. Who should use the 

return to heaven pill? 

 

At this time, xuanhanyu said with a smile: "don't worry, ordinary alchemists can only use this Dan 

embryo to refine a return to heaven pill. However, does this palace exist generally? 

 

With my guidance, such a huge Dan embryo, enough to practice into two into Dan! It's just that one is 

more effective and the other is a little weaker. This returning to heaven pill can only be used once in 

your life, which is just enough for both of you.It's not easy for you to use the one with stronger effect. 

It's not so easy to get pure blood of TIANYAO. As for the little tiger, even if the effect of the other 

returning to heaven pill is a little weak, and with the spirit marrow of moon liquid, it's enough for him to 

go back to his ancestry. If this fails, it can only be said that he has no chance. " 

 

At the moment, there are many guests in the hall. They stand up and show their treasures to Cang Lu 

Qing. For a time, all kinds of precious lights fill the whole hall! 

 

Ye Chen saw this, but also slowly left his seat and walked toward the jade platform. 

 

At the moment, on the jade platform, there are five people in black, and each of them has taken out a 

treasure! 

 



The value of these treasures, each of them, is far above the eight treasure ghost Buddha sariko! 

 

All of them are of great value even if they exist in heaven and earth! 

 

It's enough to exchange a pill that can wash the marrow of heaven and earth! 

 

But ye Chen saw these treasures, but he laughed. He knew that the value of returning to heaven pill was 

far above these treasures! 

 

People look at Ye Chen toward the jade stage, are can't help but add a few points of attention to it. 

 

Cang Lu Qing is also a beautiful eye. She smiles at Ye Chen and says, "this childe, what treasure do you 

intend to exchange for this pill?" 

 

Ye Chen a wave, a jade bottle, then appeared in front of Cang Lu Qing. 

 

Cang Lu, with a clear look, opened the jade bottle slowly. 

 

At the moment of opening the jade bottle, two dragon chants rang through the hall! 

 

At the same time, rolling medicine, from the jade bottle, whistling out! 

 

Two rays of light flashed out of the bottle, and in front of everyone, they turned into two golden elixirs 

surrounded by dragon shadows! 

 

It is the sun and moon dragon pill! 

 

It's just that there are no Dan lines on this pill, just two ordinary Sun Moon Hualong pills. 

 

Ye Chen knows, this is enough! 
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After all, in people's eyes, this gray pill is just a pulp washing pill, and its effect is probably not powerful, 

isn't it? 

 

But ye Chen took out two pills, which could make the cultivation of the heaven mending realm increase! 

 

Feeling the vigorous medicine, for a moment, all the guests present were excited! 

 

Ye Chen said faintly: "these two pills, named the sun moon Hualong pill, can increase the chance of 

breaking through the heaven and earth realm, or enhance part of the cultivation of the martial arts in 

the heaven and earth." 

 

For ordinary martial arts, the improvement of cultivation will bring strength growth, which is much more 

than the enhancement of vitality! 

 

What's more, ye Chen took out two pills! 

 

This time, a group of guests, looking at Ye Chen's eyes have changed! 

 

In their opinion, a sun moon Hualong pill is enough to exchange the grey pill! 

 

Whether it's the exchange of the sarira or the gray pill, the boy is a little too rich now? 

 

For a while, everyone regarded Ye Chen as the innocent big head 

 

But at the same time, they look at Ye Chen's eyes, but also can't help but a minute fear of color! 

 



No matter this boy, is not a big head, the two pills of this level randomly taken out are enough to show 

that its origin is absolutely not simple ah! 

 

Moreover, there are only two possibilities for such a person to survive in the dark 

 

1： This guy is just bluffing for some reason 

 

2： It is this person, who comes from a certain big power, and who has a very high status. Even in the 

dark area, he is always protected by this force and has no contact with the real dark area! 

 

Most people, are inclined to the second situation! 

 

After all, in their view, paying such a big price and bluffing is not worth it! 

 

But 

 

Where can they think of it? 

 

For ye Chen, this sun moon dragon pill, which is attractive to everyone, is actually not very valuable 

 

In any case, as long as there are materials and under the guidance of xuanhanyu, he will continue to 

produce this sun moon Hualong pill, right? 

 

Even Cang Lu Qing, at this time, her pretty face is full of excitement. She smiles at Ye Chen and says, 

"please wait a moment. I'm going to invite our alchemy master to identify one or two." 

 

Ye Chen light way: "no harm." 

 

Soon, an old man with white hair and dark face, full of wrinkles, came to the hall under the guidance of 

the maid. 



 

The old man, with an old and unshakeable look, suddenly showed a look when he saw the two sun and 

moon melting dragon pills. With a flash of his body, he appeared in front of the two pills. He took both 

pills into his hands and carefully looked at them! 

 

All the people in the hall were nervous with the old man's action! 

 

A moment later, the old man, with a look of disbelief, murmured: "this How could that be possible! " 

 

People see that they all look strange. How can this old man react like this? 

 

Cang Lu Qing asked anxiously, "Shi Lao, what's the matter? Is this pill fake 

 

When the guests heard the speech, they all looked at Ye Chen with a smile. If they dared to take fake 

pills to fool the Cang Gang, it would not be so easy. 

 

However, at the next moment, old Shi shook his head and said, "this pill is indeed a pill that can improve 

the cultivation of martial artists in heaven and earth." 

 

Cang Lu Qing hears the speech a joy, but also some doubt ground asks a way: "but stone old, why are 

you just that kind of look?" 

 

Old stone looked at Ye Chen and said, "because! This pill I have never seen before! It seems that it is 

similar to longyuanhua ridan, but it is quite different! What's more, the alchemy of this Alchemist is so 

amazing! 

 

This man's attainments in Dan are far higher than those of me 

 

Silence 

 

It's as dead as the depths of a black hole! 



 

All people, are like petrifaction general, look at Ye Chen foolishly! 

 

Shi Lao is one of the top alchemists in the whole hell state. But the strength of the man who makes this 

pill is still above him! 

 

The next moment, the whole hall instantly boiling! 

 

Many people look at the two pills. In their eyes, they are extremely hot! 

 

The more powerful the Alchemist is, the more powerful the pill will be! 

 

In their hands, there were jade boxes, treasure boxes and other things in their hands. They yelled at Ye 

Chen: "this Taoist friend, my million year old purple pole coral jade is used to exchange these two pills. 

What do you think?" 

 

"No, no, no, no, my Gui Yuan blood clotting ginseng has a great increase in vitality and Qi and blood. The 

effect should be much higher than that grey pill. If you want to strengthen your constitution, why don't 

you exchange it with me?" 

 

"Or my seven eyes keel, more suitable for Yi Jing wash marrow!"Cang Lu clear see, some angry! 

 

These people, in spite of the rules, want to go ahead of the Cang gang and exchange the two sun moon 

Hualong pills? 

 

Just when she was ready to speak and stop, ye Chen said faintly: "you don't have to say much. I respect 

the ancient Danhuang very much. Since it's from Danxia sect, you should get it." 

 

When people heard the speech, their faces under the mask were all a little ugly. Looking at Ye Chen's 

look, he was totally looking at the defeated family son 

 

Many people have thoroughly regarded Ye Chen as a dandy spoiled by a big family! 



 

Respect the supreme Dan emperor, you want to get this grey pill? 

 

This kid, don't know his own hands of the sun and moon dragon pill, how much value ah! 

 

On the other hand, the grey pill and the jade box were handed over to Ye Chen immediately. He said 

with a smile, "OK, the second product has been sold. Please calm down. Next, auction the third 

product!" 

 

The alchemist named Shi Lao walked into Ye Chen's side, and asked Ye Chen sincerely: "guest, do you 

know the alchemist who made this pill? 

 

If you can, I hope you can help me and contact one or two. I have some Dan problems. I want to ask 

you! " 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech, the look moves! 

 

He has just explored the cultivation of Shi Lao with the three methods of removing clouds. He knows 

that Shi Lao is not only a master of alchemy in the underworld, but also a strong one! 

 

As Shi Lao, there must be many kinds of elixir in his hands! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkle. If you can get other pills that match with the spirit marrow of moon liquid, then 

maybe it can help him improve his strength! 

 

However, on the surface, ye Chen just shrugged his shoulders casually and said, "not everyone is 

qualified to contact with that elder." 

 

After that, he turned to his seat! 

 

Hearing this, Mr. Shi not only did not get angry, but looked more and more respectful! 
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He anxiously pulled Ye Chen and said, "wait a minute! I naturally understand this truth. I just hope that 

you can give me a message for me. As for whether to meet me or not, it's up to the elder! " 

 

Said, he also handed a storage bag to Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen's mind, to one sweep is slightly moved! 

 

In this storage bag, there are a large number of alchemy materials, among which there are some 

extremely rare natural materials and treasures! 

 

And, a jade amulet, which is specially used to contact Shi Lao. 

 

The old man said with a smile: "this is just a little bit of my heart. Please pass it on to the elder." 

 

Ye Chen looked at the old stone and said, "Oh? Mr. Shi, that's all? I'll do you no good if I do it for you? " 

 

To tell you the truth, these alchemy materials have successfully moved Ye Chen! 

 

He knew that if he contacted Shi Lao as an alchemist, he would be able to solve not only the Dan 

formula, but also the material problem in the future! 

 

However, the bigger the interest is, the better. Moreover, in this way, it is not easy to arouse suspicion. 

 

Stone old smell speech a Leng, then a pat head, and took out a storage bag to Ye Chen way: "childe look, 

how about this thing?" 

 



Ye Chen takes the storage bag. After a moment's silence, ye Chen slowly raises his head and looks at the 

old man with a sincere smile in front of him 

 

There is only one item in this storage bag 

 

And this article, is a product of dark crystal! 

 

Just in order to let oneself pass a word, directly used a product dark crystal? 

 

It seems that this stone old, is really a Dan Chi! 

 

In order to gain something on Dandao, you can do it at all costs! 

 

However, on the surface, ye Chen is quietly nodding his head: "good, but I can't guarantee that the elder 

will meet you." 

 

Hearing this, Mr. Shi said with a happy smile, "well, thank you very much." 

 

After that, he turned around and disappeared directly from the hall. 

 

When ye Chen returns to his seat, he sees Chen yuanbiao beside him, looking at himself like a stone 

statue. 

 

How could Chen yuanbiao think that ye Chen could take out two pills of this level! 

 

At the same time, the idea that ye Chen was the ancestor of the dark region became more and more 

intense in Chen yuanbiao's heart! 

 

The third product of Cang Gang's auction is an ancient long sword, which has some power of heaven. 

However, this time, ye Chen did not hand it. Although this sword is an ancient imperial instrument with 



good quality, it is not as good as the evil sword that ye Chen has opened its seal in his hand. Naturally, 

he has no interest. 

 

And now ye Chen's hand, there are still ten Sun Moon Hua Long Dan, two of which have Dan Wen! 

 

After cangbang auctioned three commodities, it was the turn of the guests who participated in the 

auction to show their treasures on the stage. When they entered the hall, they were assigned a number. 

Now, according to the number, they would display their treasures in turn. Of course, if they didn't mean 

to exchange the treasures, they would skip it. 

 

And ye Chen's number is 63. 

 

At this time, a guest wearing a white fox mask stepped onto the jade platform. As soon as he waved his 

hand, a huge skeleton fell into the hall! 

 

This skeleton looks like a giant bone dragon! 

 

Even if it's just a skeleton, it still exudes great prestige! 

 

This dragon must have been a terrible dragon clan before he died! 

 

The man wearing the white fox mask looked at Ye Chen and said, "Lingyuan fire dragon has a complete 

skeleton. If it is ground into powder and smeared on the whole body, even the martial arts of heaven 

and earth will be strengthened! Hope to exchange a sun moon dragon pill in your hand 

 

When people heard this, they were shocked! 

 

The value of this skeleton is even above the sun moon Hualong pill! 

 

The boy who took out the sun moon Hualong pill, even if he was a bastard again, if he had the sun moon 

Hualong pill in his hand, he couldn't have exchanged the bones of the Lingyuan fire dragon, right? 

 



However, ye Chen is staring at the skeleton for a moment, and then gently shaking his head. 

 

This skeleton can really strengthen the martial arts' physique, but it has little effect on Ye Chen 

 

His constitution, vitality, too strong! 

 

However, the martial arts, or the demon clan, whose strength is far lower than that of heaven and earth, 

can hardly absorb the bones of Lingyuan fire dragon 

 

Therefore, even Xu Shenglong, Jin Shuhui and others can not use it. 

 

Then, of course, there is no exchange value. 

 

People see this, are some ironic to look at Ye Chen. 

 

In their view, ye Chen's hands must have no sun and moon dragon pill! 

 

This boy, just now is not a pair of indifferent appearance, changed a humble pill? 

 

Why do you respect the emperor Dan? 

 

Hehe, in their opinion, the strengthening effect of Lingyuan Huolong's bone on the constitution may be 

several times higher than that of the grey pill, right?But, now, this boy, but can only watch such 

treasure, slip away from the eyes! 

 

Must be, in the heart, already regret to be about to die? 

 

The man with the white fox mask, his eyes flashed, but he didn't say much. Instead, he put away the 

keel and left for the hall. 

 



At this time, another person came to the jade platform. 

 

Ye Chen looks at this man, but he can't help but look! 

 

This man is the one who took the eight treasure ghost Buddha's relic son! 

 

At the same time, the man also cast his eyes on Ye Chen! 

 

All of a sudden, his wrist moved, and a eight treasure ghost Buddha relic appeared in his hand! 

 

He said faintly: "one eight treasure ghost Buddha relic, in exchange for a dragon Yuan Hua day elixir!" 

 

For a moment, the whole hall was quiet 

 

And the next moment, is bursts of low smile! 

 

Almost all people are looking at the people on the stage like fools! 

 

If it wasn't for this man, who had the power to kill the eight treasure ghost Buddha, they would have 

laughed at him directly! 

 

Not to mention whether ye Chen still has the sun, moon and dragon pill in his hand, even if there is, this 

boy will not exchange Lingyuan huolonggu, but will exchange it for the ghost Buddha sarira son? 

 

Even if ye Chen is stupid again, also can't arrive this degree? 

 

But at this time, ye Chen is standing up! 

 

Originally still low smile of the public, smile instant solidification! 



 

What is this guy doing? 

 

Ye Chen stepped on the jade platform, waved his hand, and threw a jade bottle to the man with the 

ghost Buddha relic on the stage. 

 

People's eyes, crazy shake up! 

 

You're going to lose your chin! 

 

This This guy, actually changed!!! 

 

Exchange a sun moon dragon pill for a useless ghost Buddha sarira? 

 

For a time, many people are a little angry! 

 

Some of them also exchanged various treasures with Ye Chen just now, but! 

 

Ye Chen refused! 

 

Now, how could you exchange a sun moon dragon pill for the ghost Buddha sariko? 
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At this time, ye Chen said again, "how many ghost Buddha sariks do you have in your hand? If not, I'll 

change them all! " 

 

People's eyes, more frightening! 



 

This kid, are you all right? 

 

Do you think you have too much money or something? 

 

Even some people, with a strange look on their faces, wonder if ye Chen is some powerful ghost Xiu 

pretending to be 

 

On the jade stage, the man in black robe and cow's head mask shook his head and said, "no more." 

 

After that, he passed the body side of Ye Chen and walked towards the exit of the hall. 

 

But in this person, after the moment of the body side, ye Chen is slightly stunned, looking at the 

person's back, eyes slightly flash up 

 

When he passed Ye Chen, he said to Ye Chen: "if you want to get more ghost Buddha relics, come to 

wanmie forest to look for me." 

 

In the following auction, ye Chen used three sun moon Hualong pills in exchange for a pair of white jade 

masks, a set of array equipment, and a wisp of purple bamboo fire! 

 

Soon, the auction held by cangbang was coming to an end. 

 

Ye Chen and Chen yuanbiao also left the underground palace and returned to the desolate cemetery. 

 

The secret auction held by Cang gang has many entrances. The people who participate in the auction 

come from all over the state of Ming. Originally, only Ye Chen and Chen yuanbiao would leave the 

entrance of a small city like the city of jidark 

 

But, at this time, in this piece of graveyard, it is more than a few figures! 

 



Faint, will ye Chen and Chen yuanbiao surrounded in the middle! 

 

Chen yuanbiao's eyes swept around several people, but his pupils shrank. There were three people 

around them. Obviously, they didn't come to say hello to them! 

 

His eyes were deep, and he immediately applied the method of removing clouds. At the next moment, 

his face under the mask was a little ugly! 

 

The three men, two of them, are in the middle and late period of the sky mending realm. 

 

And the last one is the same realm as Chen yuanbiao! 

 

Although the gap between the two is not big, what he is good at is picking clouds together, not fighting! 

 

In the face of the same level existence, Chen yuanbiao has no certainty of winning. What's more, there 

are two Butian realm in the middle and later period. Even if they can't threaten themselves, they can be 

fatal to ye Shitian! 

 

Chen yuanbiao is very clear, the goal of these three people is ye Shitian! 

 

It is estimated that the boy in the auction, sold too much of the sun and moon dragon Dan, eventually or 

attracted jackals! 

 

Among the three, the most powerful person was the leader. Looking at Ye Chen, he said, "boy, hand 

over all the sun moon Hualong pills in your hands. In this way, we can make your death easier." 

 

Hearing the speech, Chen yuanbiao said in a deep voice: "who are you! I don't know what will happen to 

us! " 

 

After that, he slowly took off the mask. When his own strength was not as good as that of the other 

side, he could only frighten the other side through his identity and background! 

 



Chen yuanbiao showed his face and said in a cold voice: "no matter who you are, if you leave now, I can 

think that everything has never happened! Otherwise, we will spare no effort to pursue you and others! 

" 

 

For a moment, the cemetery fell into silence! 

 

However, just a moment later, among the three, the breath of terror exists, and he laughs playfully: 

"Chen yuanbiao? Ha ha, I thought, this boy's origin how terrible? I didn't expect that it was just the hell 

state cloud clearing association? " 

 

After that, the man took off his mask slowly! 

 

Under the mask, is a pale, thin, extremely gloomy man's face! 

 

Chen yuanbiao saw this man, but he couldn't help exclaiming: "linku! How How could you be! " 

 

Ye Chen hears his speech and his eyes flash 

 

He also saw the name of the forest Library among the jade slips presented by Zhu Yun! 

 

This man is not from the underworld, but a desperado who comes from the attachment of the 

underworld state. Lin Ku acts perversely, recklessly and cunning! Therefore, it is also called Cangzhou 

crazy snake by people in the dark region! 

 

Due to repeated attacks on the dark house and some influential people in Cangzhou, the forest 

storehouse has been wanted by the whole Cangzhou. It is said that it has been tragically killed in the 

hands of the dark house 

 

But who would have thought that Lin Ku, the wanted criminal in Cangzhou, did not know what method 

he used to escape to this hell state! 

 

Chen yuanbiao's back, instantly gushed out the cold sweat! 



 

Now, it's over! 

 

This linku is a madman. Even if he kills people in Cangzhou, what else can he do? 

 

With the name of the Mingzhou cloud clearing Association, not only can not frighten the other party, 

but also makes the other party more reckless! 

 

Now, he has been hunted down by Cangzhou dark house and many forces. How can he be afraid to add 

a dark state cloud removing association? 

 

The most important thing is, the strength of this forest library is very strong! It's still killing!Otherwise, 

he will not be able to survive from the Cangzhou dark house and the pursuit of various forces! 

 

Originally, this Desperado may still be a little afraid of Ye Chen's identity. After all, those who can take 

out the sun moon Hualong pill at will may even be the children of those powerful families in the dark 

region! 

 

Such existence, even if is the forest library dare not easily provoke! 

 

But now, after Chen yuanbiao revealed his identity, he became more and more murderous! 

 

The moment he took off the mask, it showed that he had decided to kill him, and he could never let Ye 

Chen and Chen yuanbiao leave alive! 

 

Chen yuanbiao glanced at Ye Chen with an ugly look. His mind turned wildly. For today's plan, he had to 

do his best to resist the lower forest library, and let Ye Chen seize the opportunity to escape. At the 

same time, he informed the cloud clearing association to come to support them! 

 

Just when Chen yuanbiao is ready to open his mouth to let Ye Chen escape from here, a faint man's 

voice rings out in the cemetery! 

 



"You are the one who took out the Lingyuan fire keel?" 

 

It is Ye Chen who speaks! 

 

At this time, ye Chen also slowly took off the mask, Chen yuanbiao could not help but be stunned! 

 

What is this kid doing? 

 

It's not a good thing to be seen by the forest library! 

 

However, the most let Chen yuanbiao strange is that ye Chen at the moment still maintains a pair of 

indifferent color! 

 

When linku saw Ye Chen's move, there was a flash of color in his eyes. However, he also showed a smile 

and said: "yes, it's me. If you were willing to accept my deal and exchange a sun moon dragon pill with 

me, maybe I'm too lazy to move my hand on you. Now, do you regret it? 

 

Hehe, in the future, don't refuse other people's transaction? Oh, by the way, you have no future! " 

 

With a roar, the power of the forest farm broke out. The whole cemetery seemed to be in the control of 

the forest farm in an instant, even every breeze and dust! 
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Chen yuanbiao's face turned pale for a moment. Although Lin Ku hasn't made a move yet, it's enough to 

see the gap between himself and the opponent's martial arts! 

 

Can, at this time, ye Chen is light mouth way: "since so, kill you pour also not calculate to have no value 

completely." 

 



Silence! 

 

Even the wind has stopped! 

 

Even the dust has solidified in the air! 

 

Ye Chen said this, several people present, all for one Leng! 

 

What is this kid talking about? 

 

Is it worth killing linku? 

 

The two people who followed Lin Ku were the two cloud masters who had practiced the method of 

calling life and observing the nature, or the intermediate masters with high attainments! 

 

Lin Ku can escape from Cangzhou, these two people can be said to have contributed a lot! 

 

Ye Chen, although gives two people extremely strange feeling, cannot judge ye Chen's strength clearly, 

but! 

 

What they can be sure is that ye Chen's strength has never exceeded that of mendianjing! 

 

Even the holy ancestral realm has not been reached! 

 

This is it? 

 

You're talking crazy about killing linku? 

 

And Chen yuanbiao is more anxious! 



 

What is Ye Jingtian doing? 

 

At this time, you want to anger linku? 

 

If linku is desperate to attack him, even if Chen yuanbiao exerts all his strength, he may not be able to 

block him! 

 

The next moment, linku is a burst of laughter! 

 

He didn't think that anyone would dare to talk to himself like that? 

 

Even the man in the dark house who was killed by him was just neglecting his duty and unwilling to do 

things for him. He tortured him for nine days, day and night, by extremely cruel means. At last, he 

ruined his body and spirit, and then hung his body in front of the council house for public to see and 

offend him! 

 

But now, how dare the boy say to kill him in front of himself, linku? 

 

All of a sudden, linku's laughter converged. His eyes were bloodshot, just like the devil spreading death. 

He looked at Ye Chen with great ferocity, and roared towards Ye Chen! 

 

However, the ordinary martial arts of sky mending realm can't bear the killing intention, which has no 

influence on Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen turned his head and said to Chen yuanbiao, "master Chen, please do your best to help me hold 

down the forest Library Well, three breaths is enough. " 

 

Chen yuanbiao's eyes flashed and his face was livid. He didn't know what ye Chen was going to do. But 

looking at Ye Chen's face, he didn't know why. In his mind, the image of the ancestor of the dark region, 

which had been fantasized for countless times, was gradually becoming clear! 

 



Subconsciously, he did not even know why he nodded! 

 

At this time, linku made a move! 

 

His whole body was full of spiritual power, such as surging and wandering. With the rotation of his 

spiritual power, the sky and temperature around the cemetery were constantly changing! 

 

The invisible power of heaven and earth, under the influence of the power of the forest storehouse, 

turned into blue brilliance and kept turning around the forest bank! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkled slightly. He knew that this was because every minute of the spiritual power of 

linku moved the power of the law of the heaven and earth! 

 

In other words, the law here is changing because of the forest bank! Even, from invisible to tangible! 

 

In this case, ordinary warriors may not even be able to exert one percent of their strength in the face of 

linku! 

 

This is the first time ye Chen faces the attack of this level of killers in the dark area. Even he is also 

shocked! 

 

At the moment, facing linku, he has a kind of illusion that life is the master! 

 

But! 

 

More shocked than ye Chen, it is linku himself! 

 

Originally, it was enough to surprise Ye Chen that he had no effect on Ye Chen. But now, it seems that 

even his own explosive power and the power of heaven control the law of one side, it seems that the 

influence on Ye Chen is still very small? 

 



Even I don't know why, no matter how he controls the power of the law and goes to suppress Ye Chen, it 

seems that he can't shake Ye Chen's existence! 

 

This kid is a little weird, isn't he? 

 

And in the moment of Lin Ku's slight separation, Chen yuanbiao burst out with a violent drink, which also 

broke out a towering power! 

 

Under the control of Chen yuanbiao, a series of angry waves have gathered and fought against the 

strength of linku! 

 

A gray and white wooden sword appeared in Chen yuanbiao's hands. The pure and pure sword meaning 

rushed out of the wooden sword. Chen yuanbiao's massive spiritual power surged rapidly into the 

wooden sword. Suddenly, a sound of Phoenix was heard from the wooden sword, and the shadow of a 

white phoenix appeared on it! 

 

Chen yuanbiao shouts: "Feng dance to cut the immortal sword!" 

 

He spread out his body and danced wildly with his wooden sword. The shadow of the white phoenix was 

staring more and more. A powerful Phoenix shook the world. In the awning of his sword, he condensed 

the majestic charm. Accompanied by Chen yuanbiao's action, he was heading for linku! 

 

The two cloud removing masters who followed Lin Ku in the middle and later periods of sky mending 

realm were shocked by the force of the law and boundless sword Qi, and they were not ye Chen. They 

could not resist this existence at all!This is still under the protection of Lin Ku. If Lin Ku doesn't attack 

them, the power of this sword alone will be enough to kill them! 

 

Lin Ku's eyes flashed, and the sneer on his face became more and more intense. He sarcastically said, 

"vice president of the Mingzhou cloud removing Association, is this strength?" 

 

At the next moment, a vivid blue dragon surrounded the whole body of the forest library. It was full of 

ferocity and spread all over the body. In a moment, the pressure of Chen yuanbiao's sword was 

completely blocked! 

 



The faces of the two cloud removing masters returned to normal! 

 

Linku glanced at them and ordered, "give me the old man. You can solve the strange boy first." 

 

Let this almost incomprehensible boy live one more second, and linku will be restless! 

 

At this time, the white phoenix sword light has also been cut in front of Lin Ku! 

 

Lin Ku suddenly snapped: "qingjiao kills heaven fist!" 

 

The green light flashed on Lin Ku's fist, and the green Jiao, who was entangled in the whole body of Lin 

Ku, also let out a roar. At the moment of Lin Ku's fist, he waved his teeth and claws towards the white 

phoenix! 

 

In a flash, Baifeng and qingjiao collide! 

 

A ray of light, suddenly in the middle of the night of the cemetery, as bright as day! 

 

And the white phoenix sword, with a sad cry, turned into a smash under the fist of Lin Ku! 

 

Chen yuanbiao's face changed, and he drank more than once. He danced wildly with his wooden sword 

and three swords in succession. Only then could he resist the attack of linku! 

 

And his mouth also shed a trace of blood! 

 

Although the same realm exists, but the strength gap between the two is a little too big! 

 

To be exact, it's that the forest bank is too strong! 

 

And the two cloud division, look at each other, eyes are ferocious, toward ye Chenji rushed away! 
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When Chen yuanbiao's pupil shrank, he had to fight directly. When he killed the two men, Lin Ku 

laughed wildly and flashed. Then he appeared in front of Chen yuanbiao, sneering: "old thing, where do 

you see it? In the face of linku, you dare to be distracted by your strength? " 

 

To fight against Chen Yuanqing! 

 

For a moment, Chen yuanbiao's muscles were tense, and the breath of death became more and more 

intense. He opened his mouth and took a mouthful of blood essence and sprayed it on the wooden 

sword. The gray wooden sword turned into blood red in an instant, and the Fengwei sword spirit on the 

wooden sword became stronger and stronger! 

 

There is a big bang and a bloody Phoenix sword. It collides with qingjiao's fist. It's like a planet hitting the 

earth! 

 

Yes! 

 

Even if Chen yuanbiao had exerted his secret method and enhanced his strength by force, this sword 

was still suppressed by Lin Ku! 

 

Blood Phoenix died, and Chen yuanbiao, is also mouth spray blood, crazy regression! 

 

But, at the moment, in his eyes, it is a anxious color, looking towards Ye Chen! 

 

Those two mending days in the middle and later period have been forced to Ye Chen's body! 

 

Two people's hands more than a pair of jade thorns, as well as a long gun, the whole body of martial arts 

agitation, each exert their full strength, to Ye Chen, blow down the most powerful blow! 

 



"No! Boy, hide 

 

Chen yuanbiao drank a lot and tried hard to get out to help Ye Chen resist. However, Lin Ku stopped him 

very easily! 

 

All this seems complicated. In fact, only a breathing time has passed since the beginning of the battle! 

 

At the same time, linku hands at Chen yuanbiao and looks at Ye Chen with a slightly moving look. There 

are two reasons why he does not attack Ye Chen recklessly. 

 

1、 Although Chen yuanbiao's strength is not as good as his own, he is also a strong man at any rate. If 

he attacks Ye Chen recklessly, he may be caught by Chen yuanbiao and find an opportunity to capsize in 

the gutter. 

 

2、 That's it, this kid, it's weird! 

 

A kid who is not affected by his own killing intention, coercion and law impact, who knows what strange 

means will be used? 

 

Therefore, he first let two of his subordinates, test one or two! 

 

In the face of the late days, it seems that there is no move in the face of the two days! 

 

Chen yuanbiao's eyes are ready to crack! 

 

What's this kid doing? 

 

It's not that big, is it? 

 

If it goes on like this, he will really die in those two hands! 



 

But in the eyes of the two mending the sky martial arts, it seems that ye Chen has been forced into a 

desperate situation, ye Chen's hand suddenly appears a dark ball! 

 

The four people in the graveyard all have eyes moving! 

 

This round bead is the eight treasure ghost Buddha relic that ye Chen got at the auction! 

 

What is Ye Chen going to do with this relic? 

 

When everyone was confused, ye Chen had a long black sword in his hand. At the next moment, the 

light of the sword flashed. It was so hard to cut the ghost Buddha's relic into pieces! 

 

This time, others are really shocked! 

 

Spend a lot of money to get the ghost Buddha Serri son in the hand, is this boy destroyed like this? 

 

Rolling Yin Qi, dead gas, dark spiritual power, from the explosion of the Sharia, rushed out, but suddenly, 

an incredible scene, appeared! 

 

That rolling spirit power and Yin death Qi, like fish returning to the sea, rush into Ye Chen's hand, that 

dark sword! 

 

At this time, the attacks of the two mending the sky in the middle and later periods fell down! 

 

There was a big bang and the earth was shaking. The whole cemetery was almost destroyed by the 

bombardment, and endless smoke and dust flew out! 

 

Lin Ku saw this and gave a cold smile. It seemed that he was a little cautious and overestimated the boy 

 



But Chen yuanbiao is pale! 

 

The hope of the rise of the Mingzhou cloud clearing association has been dashed! 

 

What's more, if ye Chen is really the descendant of the ancestor of the dark region, if he doesn't protect 

Ye Chen well, he will be the sinner of the whole Chen family! 

 

Just when Lin Ku was ready to concentrate on killing Chen yuanbiao, the two men's looks were moving 

at the same time! 

 

Both sides, suddenly stop, body flashing, opened the distance, looking at the rolling smoke! 

 

On their faces, there was a touch of horror on their faces! 

 

Why? 

 

Because! 

 

In the dust at the moment, it was a strange burst out, but it also made the two people inexplicably 

palpitating Aura! 

 

Whoa! 

 

A gust of wind swept across the sky, blowing away the dust! 

 

At the next moment, Chen yuanbiao and Lin Ku couldn't help but shrink their pupils! 

 

In front of their eyes, there was an extremely frightening scene! 

 



I saw that the two martial artists in the middle and later period of the sky mending realm, at this 

moment, had been cut into two sections and fell into a pool of blood. They could not die any more!One 

of them is about to touch the summit of mendianjing! 

 

How could it be! 

 

And ye Chen, however, is undamaged, cold face standing in place! 

 

What's going on here! 

 

Those two strong people were killed by Ye Chen seconds for no reason? 

 

But! 

 

These two people are not the most attractive! 

 

But a woman's shadow floating behind Ye Chen! 

 

At this moment, the Qi of rolling Yin death and the spirit power of dark attribute turned into a black 

lacquer dress, which was shrouded in the woman's delicate body. The original unreal beautiful face 

gradually became clear! 

 

The virtual shadow of the woman actually made the two people on the scene feel a burst of fear from 

the soul! 

 

Especially linku! 

 

Originally kept calm face, also can't help but emerge a flurry! 

 

What the hell has he done! 



 

Is there such a existence around him? 

 

For a time, Cangzhou crazy snake forest library is actually some regret! 

 

If he had known this, he would never choose to shoot Ye Chen for the sake of the sun and moon! 

 

Xuanhanyu looks at her gradually solidified body, and a smile appears on her pretty face. She has been 

for a long time, and has never felt that she really exists in the world 

 

But at the moment, she recalled some, what is the taste of living! 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen opened his mouth and said to Lin Ku, "this is the second breath." 

 

When Chen yuanbiao heard the speech, his eyes flashed! 

 

Chant! 

 

The sound of a phoenix resounds through the sky. The blood Phoenix sword spirit reappears between 

the heaven and the earth, and cuts towards the forest storehouse fiercely! 

 

In the dark and beautiful eyes of Xuanhan jade, there is also a faint color. The evil sword originally in Ye 

Chen's hand suddenly flies up and turns into a dark long dragon, circling around Xuanhan jade! 

 

Xuanhanyu held the sword formula in his hand, and when he moved, he took the black dragon and cut it 

hard towards the forest storehouse! 

 

In the face of Chen yuanbiao and xuanhanyu's joint attack, Lin Ku was already pale and even paler! 
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"Damn it 

 

The Cangzhou mad snake roared, and behind it appeared a huge shadow of a green dragon. On top of 

his fists, it was like two blue suns rising, and they hit the bloody Phoenix sword and the black dragon in 

front of him! 

 

With a roar, the blood Phoenix sword spirit, though it turned into red light dust under the fist of Lin Ku, 

but! 

 

The dark dragon, however, bit his arm fiercely. The fierce pain stimulated linku's nerves. A scream 

echoed in the cemetery! 

 

At the moment, one of linku's arms was cut off with blood. However, his eyes were calm! 

 

While retreating quickly, linku sneered: "woman, you are really strong. Unfortunately, in order to 

maintain your own existence, you spent a lot of spiritual power? 

 

In fact, there is not much power that can be used to attack. The spiritual power of a shariko of the eight 

treasure ghost Buddha is not enough for you, right? Otherwise, I will be dead with that blow 

 

Lin Ku's eyes trembled. She was like a ghost girl. Her martial arts were so powerful that she was beyond 

Lin Ku's understanding! 

 

It never occurred to him that he could break his all-out blow by using such spiritual power? 

 

Yes! 

 

There is a saying called "a force to break ten thousand methods! 

 



This woman is strong, but! 

 

If it wasn't for Chen yuanbiao who had scattered part of his power just now, linku even had the 

confidence to suppress it with absolute strength! 

 

Xuanhan jade is light way: "kill you, enough." 

 

Linku said with a cold smile, "Oh? Is it? " 

 

In an instant, a decisive color appeared in his eyes, and he suddenly murmured: "from heaven, now!" 

 

A strong atmosphere of the road, a special force of the law of the forest library, accompanied by a 

strong space fluctuations, fell in this cemetery! 

 

People only feel that the whole scenery, a burst of change! 

 

For a time, he seems to be in a vast sea! 

 

And under the sea water, there are all kinds of huge dark shadows swimming, it seems that there are 

countless terrible beasts hidden! 

 

The forest library has its own nature! 

 

This is in heaven, can be seen as a small world, and in this world, the warrior is almost God like 

existence! 

 

But! 

 

To summon such a small world into reality, and to pull one's opponent into it, the spiritual power 

required is extremely terrible even for the warrior! 



 

Linku, this is a desperate fight! 

 

Play your last card! 

 

For a moment, Lin Ku, like a poisonous snake, looks at Chen yuanbiao. If Chen yuanbiao dies, he is 

confident that he will exhaust the power of this ghost like woman. After that, is Ye Chen still at his 

disposal? 

 

Chen yuanbiao, as a fearless existence, naturally did not know what Lin Ku thought. His face became 

dignified at once. At the next moment, Chen yuanbiao also yelled: "be in heaven!" 

 

In an instant, a force of law and spatial fluctuation also roared out of Chen yuanbiao's body, and turned 

into a boundless sky, which collided with the boundless sky of linku! 

 

Like the collision of two worlds! 

 

However, Chen yuanbiao's self-respect level is obviously much worse than that of the forest library. He 

is actually squeezed by the world of the forest library and shrinks rapidly! 

 

Even Xuanhan jade frowned slightly when she saw it! 

 

Suddenly, the sea was turbulent, and countless dragon chants sounded from the sea, shaking the sky. 

Countless Blue Dragon dragons in the sea flew up and killed Chen yuanbiao! 

 

Every Dragon, however, exudes the breath that is not inferior to the monstrous beast, just like a blue 

missile, roaring without regard to life and death! 

 

How many dragons are there? 

 

More than 100000, I'm afraid? 



 

This is not an illusion! 

 

In the sky, linku has such a force against the sky! 

 

Chen yuanbiao's body began to tremble slightly. The sound of the Phoenix was moving and shrouded in 

the sky around him. The white light was dazzling. A white feather Phoenix came from the sky, and the 

Phoenix in his mouth was constantly singing. He rushed to the hundreds of thousands of dragons and 

went away! 

 

But 

 

In terms of quantity and strength, Chen yuanbiao's Phoenix is not as good as the dragon of linku! 

 

With a flash of Xuanhan Jade's body shape, he killed the dragon group with the black sword light which 

was like a dragon. Every time it flashed, hundreds of dragon dragons burst and fell into the blood rain! 

 

This hundreds of thousands of dragon, a time, also can't kill! 

 

With the constant roar, the white feathered Phoenix and the green scale dragon collided with each 

other. With the fight between the dragon and Phoenix, Chen yuanbiao appeared a crack in his own 

nature! 

 

His whole person also breath disorder, crazy retreat!Bang bang bang! 

 

On his body, the blood mist exploded, his bones were broken, his muscles were torn, and his whole 

body was dyed red with blood. A phoenix stood in front of him to resist the impact of the dragon! 

 

Yes! 

 

Chen yuanbiao's look is more and more ugly. He knows that if he goes on like this, it's only a matter of 

time before he falls! 



 

And the smile on linku's face is more and more strong! 

 

He's right! 

 

Display oneself in the sky, this moment's fight, his aura is almost exhausted, but! 

 

As long as you can kill Chen yuanbiao, it is your own victory! 

 

Everything seems to have been reversed. The forest bank has changed from a disadvantage to an 

advantage! 

 

But at this time, people's ears, but as if there was a breeze 

 

In the wind, with a word 

 

A word that makes people feel cold involuntarily! 

 

"The third breath is over, and you should die." 

 

The speaker is Ye Chen! 

 

Lin Ku's pupil shrinks wildly and looks at Ye Chen. However, it is not ye Chen's body shape that appears 

in the field of vision, but a dark and deep light! 

 

This light, however, directly penetrated through the space, into the forest Library's own heaven! 

 

This black light, nature is the God of extinction! 

 



In xuanhanyu, Chen yuanbiao, ye Chen is also not idle! 

 

He has been preparing for this fatal blow! 

 

I don't know why, looking at this black light, Lin Ku's heart is actually a warning sign Dasheng! 

 

With a wave of his hand, the Dragon stopped his body, and the blue light condensed in his mouth. 

Facing the black light, he spat out blue thunder! 

 

At the same time, his whole body shape flashed, and he was going to avoid the rear! 

 

But at this time, a black figure appeared behind the forest library like a ghost! 

 

Xuanhanyu smiles and says, "I said, is it enough to kill you?" 

 

At the next moment, the evil sword flying all over his body, suddenly blood light is generous, towards Lin 

Ku, who is preparing to escape, and cuts down with a fierce sword! 

Chapter 3770 

 

 

 

Lin Ku's face changed wildly. In this sword, there was a terrible sword meaning, which made his mind 

tremble and completely block his retreat! 

 

The sword flashed out in front of Lin! 

 

With this rolling fist power, countless dragons emerge from nowhere and collide with the bloody sword 

light! 

 

With a roar, the sword light and the power of Jiaolong's fist are all gone! 



 

Although xuanhanyu's martial arts are very strong, in order to maintain their own existence, the 

strength they can use is still too small. Moreover, it is the first time to use this form, which has not yet 

adapted, and can only draw with it! 

 

Yes! 

 

At the same time, the black light also came to linku! 

 

Linku's pupils shrank and exclaimed, "how could it be?" 

 

The dragon he summoned was like nothing, and was pierced by the light of extinction! 

 

Now, even if he wants to hide, he has no chance to hide! 

 

The next moment, the light of extinction hit linku's head! 

 

"Ah, ah, ah!!!! Destroy Shinto! Boy, what did you do to me 

 

Linku screamed, and the whole head, even the body, melted quickly! 

 

However, at the same time, a force of the heavenly way surges out of his body to resist the destruction 

of the Shinto! 

 

For a moment, linku was tough, shouldering the blow of the extinction light and did not die! 

 

It's just that it looks so miserable now! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed, and a look of surprise appeared in his eyes. The light of extinction has always 

been a must kill skill in Ye Chen's heart, but now it is given to the next by the other party! 



 

Is this the strength of the strong in the dark? 

 

It seems that even if it is the extinction of the divine light, it can not really kill a such existence! 

 

Ye Chen looked at the moment is crazy roaring, the breath quickly decays, seems to want to tear the 

space to escape the forest library, light way: "you, really strong, but today, even if you are a God, also 

want to die in front of me." 

 

Xuanhanyu gave a cold smile, and her hand suddenly grasped the evil sword. The light of the sword was 

surging on the vast ocean, and he was cutting towards the forest library who was running away! 

 

Lin Ku's only eye showed a look of extreme fear. He was seriously injured by Ye Chen's extinction light. 

At the moment, he had no power to fight xuanhanyu! 

 

Linku roared wildly, and a dragon was attacking Xuanhan jade, making the final resistance! 

 

However, because of the consumption of lingku's spiritual power and the influence of the injury, the 

Jiaolong has lost its former prestige! 

 

Xuanhanyu killed tens of thousands of heads with one sword! 

 

When attacked, linku suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood mixed with internal organs. He was in 

heaven, but also a crack. The power of law was in chaos, as if on the verge of collapse! 

 

If all these dragons were destroyed, he would be broken by Xuanhan jade? 

 

However, at the moment, the forest storehouse did not care much about it. It could only drive a dragon 

to rush towards xuanhanyu one after another, fighting for a chance to escape! 

 

Chen yuanbiao saw this scene, but it was almost silly! 



 

At the moment, where does linku have the appearance of a famous criminal in Cangzhou? 

 

It's like a frightened child! 

 

Chen yuanbiao looks at Ye Chen. His eyes are full of complexity and inconceivable 

 

Originally, he came to protect Ye Chen, but now how do you feel that he was saved by Ye Chen! 

 

Chen yuanbiao's thinking has been completely subverted, whether it is the powerful and unimaginable 

female virtual shadow, or Ye Chen's terrifying magic power! 

 

At the moment, a space crack appeared in front of Lin Ku's body, and a touch of ecstasy appeared on his 

face. He was about to flash his body and enter the crack! 

 

But at this time, there was a crack sound from the ocean, and countless dark cracks were all over the 

forest Library's self-consciousness. At the next moment, the self-reliance made by painstaking efforts 

was shattered in front of Ye Chen and Chen yuanbiao! 

 

The forest storehouse, which was about to enter the crevice, burst out a burst of blood mist. With a 

scream, it fell to the ground and was on the verge of dying. Being connected with the martial arts man 

physically and mentally, Zizai Tian was destroyed. As the master of self-contained nature, the forest 

library was seriously injured! 

 

Lin Ku struggled to turn back, but his eyes suddenly trembled. He saw a man standing in front of him 

with a long sword. It was Ye Chen! 

 

Infinite fear filled linku's heart. He begged Ye Chen: "Gong Young master, if you spare Lin's life... " 

 

Can, words, have not finished, ye Chen, is a sword cut down! 

 



There was a big bang, and the whole cemetery was shaken again, and the existence of this frightening 

person turned into a blood mist and disappeared from the world! 

 

After ye Chen put away the storage bag of Lin Ku and others, he looked at Chen yuanbiao and said, 

"master Chen, are you ok?"Hearing this, Chen yuanbiao seems to have recovered from the shock 

 

This escaped Cangzhou dark house to kill the strong, so died in front of this young man's hand? 

 

For a while, Chen yuanbiao still had a dream like feeling. 

 

He said with a bitter smile to Ye Chen: "if it wasn't for you, I should have died. Thank you." 

 

But ye Chen shook his head and said, "master Chen is serious. With my own strength, I am not enough 

to kill the forest library. If it were not for master Chen's help, it would be me who died." 

 

In the eyes of Chen Biao, a warm idea emerges. 

 

Ye Chen knows that in the battle, Chen yuanbiao did not betray himself and escape from the battle, 

even in the face of life and death crisis, still so! 

 

This is the main reason why he was able to defeat linku seemingly easily! 

 

Ye Chen suddenly walked to Chen yuanbiao and handed him a jade vase. 

 

Chen yuanbiao slightly a Leng way: "boy, what do you mean?" 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "in this bottle, there are three sun moon Hualong pills. This time, I would like 

to thank Master Chen and the Mingzhou cloud removing Association." 

 

Chen yuanbiao's face changed. He quickly waved his hand and said, "boy, don't you know the value of 

the sun moon dragon pill? I can't take it 



 

When ye Chen heard the words, he threw the jade bottle out at will, and said with a smile, "if master 

Chen doesn't want it, then, if it's lost, I'll leave first." 

 

Having said that, regardless of Chen yuanbiao, he went to the distance. 

 

Seeing this, Chen yuanbiao quickly picked up the jade bottle that was about to fall on the ground. As 

soon as he looked up, he saw that ye Chen had gone out of the cemetery, and shook his head with a 

bitter smile. 

 

This sun moon dragon pill can lead to the existence of Lin Ku, even if he exposes his identity, but in Ye 

Chen's eyes, it seems that it is nothing to mention? 


